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1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Since the pioneering work of Faraday^[@ref1]^ in the 19th century, the optical properties of noble metal nanoparticles (NPs) have been extensively studied both theoretically and experimentally.^[@ref2]−[@ref4]^ Phenomena like strong absorption and intense light-scattering produced by these particles are well understood and have found many applications.^[@ref2],[@ref5],[@ref6]^ Silver (Ag) and gold (Au) NPs show localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) in the UV--vis^[@ref7]^ or the near-IR regions^[@ref8]^ of the electromagnetic spectrum that depends on their size and shape. The plasmonic electron oscillation can be localized on single particles or distributed over several NPs in close vicinity to each other through interparticle coupling of the individual particle plasmonic modes. The collective plasmonic properties of NP assemblies can be synergistic, and they are strongly dependent on the distance between the NPs, on the chemical composition of the NPs, and of the surrounding medium.^[@ref9]−[@ref11]^ Moreover, plasmonic metal NPs have found a wide range of applications, ranging from single molecule electronic devices,^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ drug delivery,^[@ref14]^ and photodynamic therapy systems.^[@ref15]^

By combining two different materials or different particle shapes of the same material within the same *single* nanostructure, as in focus here, new properties of the coupled system can be obtained^[@ref16]^ and new applications emerge.^[@ref17]−[@ref20]^ For example, one can envision sensing of a catalytic process by using the plasmonic unit as a probe for a reaction on the adjacent catalyst particle at the individual catalyst particle level.^[@ref21]−[@ref23]^

In the field of indirect sensing applications for materials science and catalysis, it has been shown that *ensembles* of AuNPs can be used to probe catalytic processes and other kinds of phenomena like phase transitions, hydrogen absorption, or nanoparticle sintering taking place in/on adjacent functional particles of different material.^[@ref24]^ The process of interest in/on the functional particles affects the plasmon resonance of the Au "sensor" NP and can thus be investigated by monitoring specific changes in the plasmon peak and produce a quantitative response.^[@ref11],[@ref23],[@ref25]^

One potential route to produce such nanoparticle arrangements is by self-assembly of the components. The mechanisms driving the self-assembly of nanoparticles have been extensively studied.^[@ref26]−[@ref29]^ Theoretical formulations rely on the effect of the pairwise interaction energy on the self-diffusion of the colloidal particles, and therefore considerable efforts have been devoted to the understanding of the interactions involved in this process.^[@ref30]−[@ref33]^ Exploiting the balance between repulsive and attractive interactions in colloidal systems, it has been possible to control the self-assembly of NPs into discrete structures.^[@ref33],[@ref34]^ In this context, the assembly of NP *homo*dimers, that is dimeric structures of the same metal, and their optical properties have been studied before.^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ Examples in which NPs in solution were selectively assembled have been presented by Mirkin et al.^[@ref19]^ and Alivisatos et al.^[@ref37]^ using DNA as linker molecules. Enrichment of the dimer population have been achieved by different methods.^[@ref38],[@ref39]^

The situation for the assembly of *hetero*dimer structures is very different. While a plethora of methods for synthesis of NPs of different sizes, shapes, and materials exist,^[@ref40]−[@ref43]^ just a few methods for controlled assembly of NPs into well-defined heteroaggregates have been established.^[@ref44]−[@ref46]^ Specifically, the selective formation of heterodimers from NPs of different materials remains a challenging goal. Chen et al.^[@ref47]^ synthesized bimetallic NPs by using nanoscopic phase separation of different metals due to the embedment of surface ligands. Pietryga et al.^[@ref48]^ described the synthesis of quantum dot--dielectric--metal hybrids where a silicon shell on top of the gold nanostructure was used to attach quantum dots. An alternative method lies in the use of bimetallic nanocrystals by means of seed-grow processes to obtain heterogeneous NPs. Following this approach, Xia et al.^[@ref49]^ described the overgrowing of Au structures on presynthesized Pd cubes. Zhang et al.^[@ref50]^ reported the synthesis of au-nanorods on Ag and CdSe seeds, while Lombardi et al.^[@ref10]^ demonstrated direct self-assembly of heterodimers formed by Au and Ag\@SiO~2~ NPs, highlighting the relevance of this method to investigate single NP spectroscopic properties. The self-assembly methods currently available for bottom-up building of NP heterodimers are quite specific and require advanced experimental approaches. A general and simple method to address this challenge has been missing in the literature, probably due to the very delicate balance of interactions involved in the self-assembly process that cannot be easily adapted from system to system.

In the present work, we have developed a versatile synthetic strategy for combining two different metal NPs (of the same metal or two different metals) via electrostatic interaction. By using oppositely charged particles, heterodimer combinations of individual NPs of different sizes, shapes, and compositions, as exemplified in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, were obtained. The aggregation process can be controlled to produce the highest possible yield of dimers by tuning the ratio between the two kinds of NP components. The experimental results are rationalized with the aid of theoretical calculations. The basic function of our system as an indirect plasmonic sensor for catalytic processes occurring on a single NP is illustrated in a proof-of-principle experiment. The reversible catalytic uptake of hydrogen in a palladium NP is sensed by a neighboring Au-NP by observing a change in its plasmonic peak.

![TEM images of different NP heterodimers prepared by electrostatic self-assembly: (A) Ag (spherical~90 nm~) and Pd (cube~25 nm~); (B) Ag (spherical~90 nm~) and Pd (cube~70 nm~); (C) Au (spherical~90 nm~) and Pd (cube~25 nm~); (D) Au (spherical~90 nm~) and Pd (cube~70 nm~); (E) Au (spherical~90 nm~) and Au (cube~35 nm~); (F) Ag (spherical~90 nm~) and Au (cube~35 nm~); (G) Au (spherical~90 nm~) and Au (rhombic octahedron~50 nm~); (H) EDX-STEM elemental analysis of dimer Au (spherical~90 nm~)--Pd (cube~25 nm~). The peaks of Cu, arising from the TEM grid, are marked with an asterisk.](la-2014-002754_0002){#fig1}

2. Results and Discussion {#sec2}
=========================

2.1. Electrostatic Self-Assembly of NPs Heterodimers {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------

The synthesis strategy of material- and shape-selected NP heterodimers developed in this work exploits the electrostatic interactions between oppositely charged NPs (Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}). Starting from two classes of NPs, here called NP-A (negatively charged) and NP-B (positively charged), controlled aggregation can be achieved by tuning the experimental conditions.

![Synthetic Procedure Used To Prepare NPs Heterodimers via Electrostatic Interactions\
Step 1: functionalization of NP-A with sodium 2-mercaptoethanesulfonate (MESNa) through ligand exchange. Step 2: purification of functionalized NP-A from excess of coating agent by centrifugation. Step 3: controlled self-assembly of NP-A and NP-B through electrostatic interactions. NP-B were synthesized according to procedures published before.^[@ref40],[@ref41],[@ref51]^](la-2014-002754_0009){#sch1}

Class NP-A constitutes negatively charged NPs capped by sodium 2-mercaptoethanesulfonate (MESNa) in trisodium citrate. Noble metal particles can be synthesized with citrate as the capping agent in high yields and with narrow size distributions. For this reason extended libraries of Ag and Au colloidal solutions stabilized by citrate, with average sizes varying from tens to hundreds of nanometers, are commercially available. The citrate ligand is very labile and therefore suitable for ligand exchange with stronger ligands (e.g., thiols, here MESNa). We chose commercially available spherical Ag and Au NPs stabilized by citrate, with average size 90 nm as the starting material for class NP-A. The stabilizing citrate layer was substituted through an exchange reaction with MESNa. The excess of thiol capping agent and residual citrate was removed by centrifugation and redispersion of the colloids in deionized water. The residual concentration of citrate in the final NP-A solution was between 30 and 45 μM, while the concentration of MESNa was 3 μM and therefore is negligible (details on the experimental procedures leading to these final concentrations are presented in [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} SI1).

The second class, NP-B, is composed by NPs capped with a cationic surfactant. We used well-established protocols for the synthesis of NPs coated by cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) or chloride (CTAC).^[@ref40],[@ref41],[@ref51]^ These synthetic procedures lead to NPs with well-defined shapes, surface crystallographic facets, and narrow size distributions in high yields. The excess of surfactant can be removed by several centrifugation--redispersion cycles, but a minimum concentration of surfactant is needed to achieve stability of NP-Bs.^[@ref52]^

The surface charge and the hydrodynamic radii of the nanoparticles were evaluated by zeta-potential and dynamic light-scattering (DLS) measurements. The data obtained confirm that under our experimental conditions the class NP-As are negatively charged, while NP-Bs present a positive surface charge due to the stabilization with cationic surfactants (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}).

###### Summary of the Effective Hydrodynamic Radii (*R*) for All NPs and Their Corresponding Zeta-Potential Values

  NP                     *R* (nm)   zeta-potential (mV)   NP                  *R* (nm)   zeta-potential (mV)
  ---------------------- ---------- --------------------- ------------------- ---------- ---------------------
  Au                     46         --44.3 (1)            Pd~(octahedron)~    63         56.6 (1.5)
  Ag                     45         --42.1 (1)            Pd~(rhom.dodeca)~   55         41.2 (2)
  Pd~(cube small)~       13         66.7 (1.5)            Au~(rhombic)~       25         36.6 (1)
  Pd~(cube big)~         35         50.4 (1.5)            Au~(cube)~          18         47.1 (1.5)
  Pd~(truncated cube)~   60         58.7 (1)                                              

The controlled electrostatic self-assembly of NP heterodimers can occur only under experimental conditions that guarantee the mutual stability of the two kinds of NPs used. We have observed that the presence of cationic surfactants destabilizes the negatively charged NP-A. Similarly, positively charged NP-Bs are destabilized by citrate, which is negatively charged. For this reason, in a wide range of capping agent concentrations, each type of NP is incompatible with the capping agent of the other type. We have explored the phase diagram of the NPs to find the conditions that allow mutual stability of the oppositely charged NPs (further discussion below, [section 2.2](#sec2.2){ref-type="other"}). Under these "stability zone" experimental conditions, we have performed self-assembly experiments leading to the preferential formation of heteroaggregates.

In order to facilitate the differentiation (in TEM and SEM) between heterodimers and self-aggregates, we combined NP-A and NP-B with distinctly different shapes and sizes. Representative examples of these combinations are Ag sphere (90 nm) with Pd cubes (25 and 70 nm), Ag sphere (90 nm) with Au cube (50 nm); Au sphere (90 nm) with Pd cubes (25 and 70 nm); Au sphere (90 nm) with Au cube (35 nm) and Au rhombic octahedron (50 nm) (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A--G, additional representative micrographs are presented in [SI3](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). Furthermore, EDX analysis by STEM was carried out to evaluate the chemical composition of the heterodimeric structures (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H, [SI2](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). For all the combinations of NP-A and NP-B investigated, EDX in STEM characterization confirmed that the heteroaggregates were formed by NPs of different metals, as expected from the analysis of TEM and SEM micrographs. The average gap between the NPs in the heterodimers was found to be between 0.8 and 1.9 nm, suggesting that these structures can be used in sensing and plasmonic applications (see [SI8](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; details on the determination of interparticle distances are presented in [SI1](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). The maximum yields of heterodimers were ranging from 30% to 40% for the combinations of NPs investigated (experimental details in [SI1](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} and representative data are presented as [SI4](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}).

To further demonstrate the versatility of our method, we assembled heterodimers consisting of PdNPs of different shapes linked to Au spheres. For this purpose we prepared three types of palladium particles stabilized by CTAB having different morphologies that correspond to specific crystallographic surface facets (truncated cubes, rhombic dodecahedron, octahedron), as described by Xu et al.^[@ref41]^ The self-assembly of these particles with Au spheres (NP-A) into heterodimers was successful with yields of about 30%. In high-magnification SEM images the three-dimensional features of the Pd surfaces can clearly be observed (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![High-magnification SEM image of NP heterodimers formed by self-assembly of Au spheres~90 nm~ and PdNPs: (a) octahedron~130 nm~, (b) truncated cube~120 nm~, (c) rhombic dodecahedron~110 nm~. The insets schemes show the surface crystallographic facets for each Pd structure: purple (111), blue (110), and green (100).](la-2014-002754_0003){#fig2}

2.2. Origin of Mutual Stability of Oppositely Charged NPs {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------

In order to rationalize the conditions that lead to controlled self-assembly of NP-A and NP-B, we have investigated the nature of the interactions involved in the aggregation process. According to the extended Derjaguin--Verway--Landau--Overbeek theory (DVLO), the interaction energy between two nanoparticles A and B can be divided into three contributions:^[@ref26],[@ref53]^The last term in eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} (*V*~solv~^AB^) is the solvation repulsion potential, describing a short-range repulsive interaction that depends on the properties of the solvent. This interaction, even at very short interparticle distances, is of the same order of magnitude as the thermal energy and decays very fast as the interparticle distance increases. The second term (*V*~VdW~^AB^) accounts for the contribution of van der Waals and London attraction forces to the interaction energy. This contribution can be neglected for long distances but becomes significant as the interparticle distance decreases, reaching more than 10 *k*~B~*T*. The first term in eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} ( *V*~elec~^AB^) is related to electrostatic interactions between the electric double layers of the NPs and depends on the electric surface potential of the NPs (i.e., the zeta-potential).^[@ref53]^ This contribution determines the limiting behavior of the interaction energy for large interparticle distances, and the sign depends on the surface charges of the particles. In the case of particles with the same charge, this interaction is repulsive (*V*~elec~^AB^ \> 0) and creates an energy barrier for aggregation, while for particles oppositely charged, the electrostatic contribution is attractive (*V*~elec~^AB^ \< 0). A detailed description of the analytical expressions describing these interactions can be found in [SI7](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}.

The zeta-potential values (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}) give a good estimation of the surface potentials of the NPs.^[@ref53]^ We determined the zeta-potential of class NP-A (negatively charged NPs) in the presence of different concentrations of CTAB and CTAC, within the range used in the self-assembly experiments ([SI5-A](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). The data suggest that the absolute value of the surface electric potential of NP-A is reduced in the presence of cationic surfactant molecules, leading to destabilization of the colloidal solution if the concentration of surfactant is sufficiently high. Similarly, the zeta-potential for NP-B is decreased by addition of citrate ions ([SI5-B](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). Combining these two results, we can infer that the appropriate ratio between the particle stabilizers, CTAB/CTAC and citrate, leads to conditions in which both kinds of NPs are stable.

###### Zeta-Potential of NP-A and NP-B after Addition of CTAB/CTAC to NP-A or Citrate to NP-B in the Concentrations Used for the Self-Assembly Experiments

                             zeta-potential (mV)   
  -------------------------- --------------------- ------------
  Au--Pd~(cube small)~       --18.6 (1)            20.6 (1.5)
  Au--Pd~(cube big)~         --15.1 (2)            20.3 (1.5)
  Au--Pd~(truncated cube)~   --13.0 (2)            24 (2)
  Au--Pd~(octahedron)~       --13.0 (2)            21 (1)
  Au--Pd~(rhom.dodeca.)~     --13.0 (2)            36.3 (2)
  Au--Au~(rhombic)~          --8.4 (1)             30 (1)
  Au--Au~(cube)~             --8.4 (1)             30 (1)
  Ag--Pd~(cube small)~       --18.3 (2)            18.8 (2)
  Ag--Pd~(cube big)~         --12.4 (2)            19.5 (2)
  Ag--Au~(cube)~             --5.4 (1)             28.5 (1)

After adding CTAB/CTAC as in self-assembly experiments.

After adding citrate as in self-assembly experiments.

It is generally accepted that there is a minimum residual concentration of surfactant needed to achieve stability of CTAB or CTAC capped NPs.^[@ref52]^ At the same time, according to our stability experiments, there is also a maximum concentration threshold of cationic surfactant above which, negatively charged NP-A colloids undergo self-aggregation. Considering the concentration of citrate, there is also a maximum concentration of this salt above which the NPs stabilized by cationic surfactants become unstable (see [SI5 and SI7](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). Therefore, we can define a *stability concentration zone* in which NP-A and NP-B are both stable (for experimental details see [SI1](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). For the case of Au sphere~90 nm~ with Pd cube~25 nm~, the stability zone is very narrow and is delimited by the stability curve of Au-NPs (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a) and Pd-NPs (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b) at different concentrations of citrate and CTAB, respectively. Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d is the stability phase diagram of the binary system of NPs as a function of the concentrations of their respective stabilization agents. Controlled self-aggregation occurs only within the stability zone, and therefore the determination of these experimental conditions is crucial to achieve high yields of dimeric structures formed by electrostatic self-assembly.

![Stability phase diagrams as a function of concentration of capping agents for (A) Au sphere~90 nm~, (B) Pd cube~25 nm~, and (C) the combination of Au sphere~90 nm~ and Pd cube~25 nm~. (D) Detailed view of the stability zone (zoom-in of the square marked in (C)).](la-2014-002754_0004){#fig3}

The colloidal solution phase diagrams presented in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} can be rationalized considering the interaction energy involved in self- and heteroaggregation processes. Since van der Waals and London forces are short-range attractive interactions, the electrostatic potential energy constitutes the long-range driving force for the formation of aggregates for NPs of different charge (heteroaggregates) and generates the energy barrier for aggregation of NPs of the same charge (homoaggregates). This is the situation we have observed within the stability zone presented in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, leading to controlled self-assembly. Conversely, if the electrostatic repulsion potential is not enough to create an aggregation barrier higher than the thermal energy, the system undergoes massive aggregation, as observed experimentally outside the stability zone in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (see [SI7](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} for further discussion).

To further elucidate the nature of the experimentally determined stability zone, the pairwise interaction energy profiles as a function of the interparticle distance for Au Spheres~90\ nm~ and Pd cubes~25 nm~ were calculated considering the same conditions as for the self-assembly experiments. This analysis provides additional information regarding the specific conditions that lead to controlled self-assembly (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, see [SI7](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} for further details on the calculations). The homopair interaction profiles describe predominantly repulsive interactions for large interparticle distance, accounting for the dominant effect of the electrostatic contribution (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a,b). For short distances, the potential energy for homodimers reaches a maximum and drops into the attraction regime due to the van der Waals forces operating at short range. The energy barrier for homoaggregation is higher than the thermal energy for both kinds of NPs, and for this reason, under our experimental conditions, the formation of aggregates of the same kind of particles is disfavored. Conversely, the heteropair interactions are predominantly attractive at every distance (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c); therefore, the formation of heteroaggregates has no energy barrier and occurs spontaneously. Furthermore, considering that the depth of the attractive potential at short distances is more than 10 *k*~B~*T*, the aggregation process can be considered irreversible. Hence, in our case, the formation of aggregates can be understood as a kinetic process that is controlled by the collision rate of the nanoparticles in the solution.

![Interaction energy vs interparticle separation for representative NPs: (A) homodimer Pd cube~25 nm~ with Pd cube~25 nm~; (B) homodimer Au sphere~90 nm~ with Au sphere~90 nm~; (C) heterodimer Au sphere~90 nm~ with Pd cube~25 nm~; (D) multimer Pd cube~25 nm~ with different Au sphere~90 nm~--Pd cube~25 nm~ (AB~n~) multimers. The legend in (D) describes the composition of the multimers considering one NP A (Au sphere~90 nm~) and different numbers of NPs B (Pd cube~25 nm~).](la-2014-002754_0005){#fig4}

For similar detailed theoretical considerations for all the dimer combinations investigated in the present work we refer to the [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} (SI7). In essence, the sum of all obtained theoretical results suggests that under our experimental conditions the energy barriers for self-aggregation disfavor the formation of homodimers, while for heteroaggregation, the interactions are attractive and constitute the driving force for the formation of heteroaggregates.

2.3-. Analysis of the Populations of Aggregates {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------

The electrostatic self-assembly of two kinds of oppositely charged NPs, for the reasons discussed in the previous section, should predominantly lead to the formation of heteroaggregates. In principle, the number and composition of these heteroassemblies of NPs depend on the entity of the interactions involved and on the density-number of each kind of particle in solution. We have used TEM and SEM imaging as complementary techniques to evaluate the populations of different NP aggregates during the self-assembly experiments. For TEM sample preparation, a droplet of NP solution was spread and dried on a TEM copper grid, while SEM samples were prepared by spin-coating of the NP solution on silicon wafer substrates (see [SI3](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} for details). The relative yields of different types of aggregates determined for each sample by TEM and SEM image analysis were similar for each combination at each NP-A:NP-B ratio, irrespective of the different procedures used for sample preparation. Thus, the similarity between these two data sets suggests that the yields obtained from our TEM and SEM analysis are representative of the distribution of aggregates in solution.

The analyzed TEM and SEM images of the samples produced by self-assembly experiments showed populations of aggregates containing different numbers of NP-A and NP-B (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). For all the combinations of NPs investigated here, the fraction of homoaggregates was very low, reflecting the repulsive nature of the interactions among NPs of the same type. Similarly, more than 95% of the NP heteroaggregates in the samples contained only *one* NP-A. These results are supported by the analysis of the repulsion energy barriers for Au spheres~90 nm~ and Pd cubes~25 nm~, suggesting that homoaggregates and heteroaggregates containing more than one NP-A are energetically disfavored (see [SI7](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} for further discussion). Taking these facts into account, we have defined three statistical classes of clusters based on aggregates containing one NP-A.

The first class is called "singles" and consists of isolated NP-A's. The second class is heterodimers, containing one NP-A and one NP-B. The third class accounts for small aggregates containing one NP-A and more than one NP-B, here called multimers (see Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c). We have performed a statistical analysis of the populations of aggregates obtained from SEM and TEM analysis for each combination of NPs by considering at least four independent experiments for each case. In each experiment several hundred particles were counted. Representative yields for the three classes of aggregates, in self-assembly experiments using different ratios of NP-B and NP-A, are presented in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a (additional data are presented in [SI4](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). Aggregates containing more than one NP-A were considered large aggregates and counted separately. For the NP combinations investigated here, these large aggregates accounted for less than 5% of the populations. This observation is also supported by DLS data showing that, in solution, there are no detectable large aggregates (see [SI6](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}).

![(A) Statistics of aggregates populations for the targeted dimer combination Au sphere~90 nm~ (*c*~NP~ ≈ 2.17 × 10^10^ NP/mL) and Pd cube~25 nm~ at different NP concentrations: I: *c*~NP~ ≈ 3.49 × 10^11^ NP/mL; II: *c*~NP~ ≈ 6.98 × 10^11^ NP/mL; III: *c*~NP~ ≈ 1.40 × 10^12^ NP/mL; IV: *c*~NP~ ≈ 2.09 × 10^12^ NP/mL. (B) Representative SEM image of the population of aggregates (scale bar 200 nm, circles highlight different classes: orange = single, yellow = dimer, green = multimer). (C) High-magnification TEM images of representative single, dimer and multimers (scale bar 50 nm).](la-2014-002754_0006){#fig5}

Using this approach, we have explored a range of concentrations of NPs in order to determine the concentration ratio for NP-A and NP-B leading to the highest yield of heterodimers for each combination of NPs. Considering, for example, the combination of spherical Au NPs (sphere~90 nm~, NP-A) and Pd nanocubes~25 nm~, (NP-B), single Au-NPs were mostly observed for low concentrations of palladium cubes (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). Increasing the concentration of palladium cubes, a highest yield of 43% dimers was obtained. Further increase of the concentration of NP-B leads to larger amounts of multimeric structures in which several Pd-NPs surround the spherical Au-NP.

From the theoretical point of view, the formation of multimers can be understood considering a stepwise aggregation process. We have calculated the pairwise interaction energy for the combination of Au NPs (sphere~90 nm~, NP-A) and Pd nanocubes~25 nm~ (NP-B) forming multimers (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D, for further details on calculations see [SI7](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). In this case, the electrostatic interactions between the multimers AB~*n*~ and one NP-B are attractive for low NP-B-occupancy numbers (A, AB, AB~2~, and AB~3~). However, they become repulsive if the number of NP-B's in the multimer is larger than 3. Moreover, the energy barrier for aggregation becomes higher than the thermal energy for occupancy numbers larger than 4. Therefore, we can conclude that the formation of multimers with large number of NP-B's is energetically disfavored, and the yield of such structures is expected to be low. This theoretical result is consistent with the results observed during the self-assembly experiments and DLS characterization.

In the presence of irreversible aggregation, the formation of NP aggregates can be related to the collision rates depending on the NPs interaction energy and on the cross section of collision. If we consider that the driving force for aggregation has an effective volume of action (ν~a~), and assuming that the average distance between two NPs of type A is sufficiently large, we can infer that if *n* NP-B are within effective volume of action of one particle NP-A, they will lead to the formation of an aggregate of the type AB~*n*~. Under these conditions, the relative amounts of single NPs as well as dimeric and multimeric aggregates can be expressed aswhere \[B\] is the concentration of NP-B and *v*~a~ is the effective volume of action of NP-A that can be obtained from the experimental data (see [SI7](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"} for more details). The agreement between the theoretical data (calculated from eqs [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[4](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the experimental values determined in the self-assembly experiments suggests that this set of equations accurately describes the formation of the aggregates, especially for low concentrations of NP-B (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

The major features of these equations can be seen in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The fraction of single NP-A's decreases monotonically while increasing the concentration of NP-B (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a). The relative abundance of dimeric heteroaggregates (AB) initially increases and reaches a maximum when the average number of NP-B's within the effective volume of action is equal to 1 (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b). It is interesting to notice that according to eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the relative yield of dimeric aggregates is theoretically expected to be lower than 37%. Therefore, we can conclude that the maximum yields of dimers obtained in the optimal experimental conditions (ranging from 30 to 40%) corresponds to the theoretical limit of our electrostatic self-assembly method. Moreover, these yields are comparable with other state-of-the-art methods for self-assembly of NP heterodimers.^[@ref54]^

The Poisson-fluctuation model describing the population of single NP-A's as well as dimeric and multimeric aggregates was found to be universal for the combinations of NPs A and B investigated. Further theoretical discussion and additional simulation data for representative systems are presented in [SI7](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}.

![Experimental (dots) and theoretical (lines) population abundance for (A) single Au sphere~90 nm~, (B) heterodimers Au sphere~90 nm~--Pd cube~25 nm~, and (C) multimers Au sphere~90 nm~--Pd cube~25 nm~; as a function of the average number of Pd cube~25 nm~ in the effective volume of action of Au sphere~90 nm~ (⟨B⟩ = \[B\]*v*~a~).](la-2014-002754_0007){#fig6}

The dimer yields and the population distributions discussed above were calculated considering the population of clusters containing one NP-A (Au~90\ nm~ or Ag~90\ nm~), which is the sensing unit, giving the plasmonic signal within the self-assembled structures. This statistical description based on NP-A is convenient for tailored structures for single NPs plasmonic-sensing experiments (heterodimers). Furthermore, for single-particle spectroscopic applications, the heterodimer yields obtained (30--40%) allows collection of significant amounts of experimental data for each sample. The single NP experiments described in [section 2.4](#sec2.4){ref-type="other"} are of high scientific interest and can, using our self-assembly approach, be implemented for any type of heterodimer, irrespective of the chemical composition or specific chemical reaction probed.

Considering the cluster populations by NP-B composition, it is also possible to express the calculated yields with respect to NP-B. For all the self-assembly experiments we have used at least an excess of 1 order of magnitude of NP-B with respect to the concentration of NP-A; therefore, the yields of heterodimers considering the NP-B distribution are lower than 10%. This statistical mismatch between the absolute values for the two distributions has no influence on the general interpretation of our results, considering that the higher achievable yields of dimers over other heteroclusters is obtained under the same experimental conditions for both distributions.

2.4. Proof-of-Principle Single Particle Hydrogen Sensing Experiments {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

In the last part of this work we demonstrate the built-in sensor function of our shape-selected heterodimer assemblies by a proof-of-principle hydrogen sensing experiment.^[@ref55]^ Specifically, we recorded the uptake of hydrogen by a single palladium cube adjacent to an Au nanosphere~90 nm~. The experiment was performed on the "as-synthesized" NPs after a 1 min cleaning step in 50 W oxygen plasma to remove surfactants from the synthesis. SEM/TEM investigations concluded that the particles kept their integrity under this treatment. The experiment consisted of measuring single-dimer scattering spectra in a dark-field microscope fiber-coupled to a spectrometer equipped with a CCD camera (details of the instrument setup and procedures are presented in [SI1](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}). As shown in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} for two representative individual heterodimers, deposited onto a thermally oxidized Si wafer substrate, we observed a significant change in the scattering spectra in pure Ar gas and after exposure to 80 mbar of hydrogen in Ar carrier gas at room temperature. This is presumably due to the formation of the Pd hydride phase (PdH~*x*~) in the cubes and the concomitant change of their volume and refractive index.

The detection of these changes occurs via the enhanced electric field that is formed around the Au plasmonic unit and its coupling to the Pd, through which the electronic and volume changes occurring in the Pd upon hydrogen sorption are transformed into different resonance conditions of the LSPR. Since the dielectric properties of the Pd and PdH~*x*~ phases are significantly different,^[@ref56],[@ref57]^ the transition between them is reflected in a significant change in the scattered intensity and increase of the full width at half-maximum (Δfwhm) of the LSPR peak (∼10 nm for the heterodimer in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}a and ∼20 nm for the heterodimer in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b) due to the increased damping in PdH~*x*~. The shifts in peak position are smaller than Δfwhm (∼1 and ∼6 nm for the heterodimers in Figures [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}a and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b, respectively) but still appreciable. The reason for the relatively small peak shifts observed are related to a compensation effect between the dielectric changes (inducing spectral blue-shift) and the volume increase of the Pd upon hydrogen sorption (inducing spectral red-shift).^[@ref58]^ Thus, depending on the specifics of the Au--Pd particle arrangement and respective sizes and shapes, it is possible that the effective peak shift is very small (or even zero) while other readout parameters (like scattering intensity or fwhm) exhibit a strong signal.

We have demonstrated that the hydride formation process is completely reversible upon exposing the structures to pure Ar gas again after hydrogenation, as expected for the Pd--H system.^[@ref59]^ These results suggest that the heterodimeric structures obtained by our self-assembly strategy provide an efficient way to couple functional (e.g., catalytic) and plasmonic units to build single-particle sensors following the indirect nanoplasmonic sensing principle.^[@ref25],[@ref60]^ Moreover we can conclude that full catalytic activity of the functional dimer entity is retained, despite the necessity of surfactants during dimer synthesis. We attribute the observed differences in the general shape of the scattering spectra of different heterodimers to the slightly different shapes and sizes of the probed dimers as well as to possible differences in the gap size between the NP units.

![Single-particle scattering spectra from two representative (a, b) Au sphere--Pd cube heterodimers in Ar gas (dark blue), under 250 mbar of hydrogen partial pressure in Ar (red) and back in pure Ar (turquoise). The inset shows an SEM image of the respective dimer probed in each measurement. The scale bars in the SEM images are 100 nm.](la-2014-002754_0008){#fig7}

3. Conclusions {#sec3}
==============

We have developed a versatile colloidal synthesis method to assemble noble metal NP *hetero*dimers based on electrostatic interactions. We have been able to combine metallic NPs of different sizes, shapes, and chemical compositions and have analyzed them in detail by means of SEM, TEM, STEM-EDX, DLS, and zeta-potential measurements. The phase diagrams of the relevant individual dimer components were investigated to derive a stability zone where both components were stable in solution despite opposite surface charge, in order to find the optimal conditions for selective self-assembly of the targeted heterodimers. Using this approach, we have successfully assembled plasmonic heterodimers of Au and Ag spheres~90 nm~ paired with Au~30 nm~ cubes and Au~50 nm~ rhombic dodecahedron. Furthermore, we have also combined catalytic Pd NPs of different sizes and shapes (cubes~25 nm/70 nm~; rhombic dodecahedron~110 nm~, truncated cubes~120 nm~, octahedron~130 nm~) with plasmonic spherical AuNPs (90 nm). The heterodimers for different combinations of NPs were obtained in yields ranging from 30 to 40%. The demonstrated electrostatic assembly mechanism was explained using theoretical modeling. This analysis proved that the maximum theoretical yields for dimeric heterostructures was achieved in the presented experiments by tuning the experimental conditions in the narrow mutual-stability zone for the binary NP system and used surfactants. Finally, we successfully tested our assembled structures in a proof-of-principle experiment for single particle sensing of hydrogen uptake. Thus, the experimental and theoretical results presented here demonstrate that the electrostatic self-assembly strategy developed can be used as a general approach to build discrete nanostructures that combine plasmonic and other metallic functional/catalytic nanoparticles with narrow interparticle gaps and with excellent control on constituent particle size, composition, and shape. This opens up for exciting possible applications in the field of plasmonic sensing and plasmon enhanced catalysis.

Experimental details; representative STM-EDX, SEM, TEM, population of aggregates, zeta-potential and DLS data; theoretical considerations. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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NP

:   nanoparticle

MESNa

:   sodium 2-mercaptoethanesulfonate

CTAB

:   cetyltrimethylammonium bromide

CTAC

:   cetyltrimethylammonium chloride.
